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TIME RESOLVED EXCITON MIGRATION IN MIXED NAPHTHALENE CRYSTM22 

TRIPLET AND SINGLET CRITICAL CONCENTRATIONS* 

RecGtxI 10 .\hrch 1979 

The contrasrirg temporal chxxterisstia of the triplet .tnd si@et transport (below 3 K;) correlate with dynamic and 
quaskrntic percohrion. resp~xtiw&_ They do #xx support nn Anderson-Mott transition G4-\1T) for the triplet nor an ANT 
foIlox\ed bv P kineric threshold for the sin$et rzitirzd conccntmtion_ The triplet decay-time dispiays the critical exponent 

7- 

I_ Introduction 

The phenomenon of critic31 concentrations es- 

hibired by energy transport in Isotopic mixed molec- 
ular crystals [I--3] has attracted much theoretical 
discussion [2,-G-7] touching on some of the funda- 
ment;lIs of solid state theory and appears to have in- 
teresting imptications for non-moIecuIar crystals Iike 
ruby and inorganic glasses [S-IO] _ Anderson Iocali- 

vtion [I I] _Xnderson-Mott transitions [12,13] 

(MIT) and mobility edges [ 131, kinetic models, per- 
colation modeIs an3 combinations thereof have been 
suggested. Time resoIved studies of phosphorescence 
and ftuorescence from the “model sys?em” of naph- 
thaiene are presented here and seem to heIp signifi- 
czmtiy m reducing the number of acceptable modeIs. 

Klafter and Jortner [4] interpreted the rtipier 
critic31 concentr3tion in naphthaiene [ 141 in terms 
of an AbiT mobility edge [12,13]_ No explicit time 
dependence is contained in this mode1 but one ex- 
pects [Is] ;1 drastic reduction in the naphthalene ex- 
citon lifetime to occur at the transition, due to sttper- 
trapping. but not necessariIy below the transition. 
In 5 very recent paper [ 161 KIztfter and Jortner pro- 
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posed that the naphthatene srizgfer [ 171 exciton trans- 
port critical concentration is caused by a kinetic 
threshold, we11 above the ANT, due to competition 

between the diffusion rate and the natural (moIecu- 
hr) excitation decay rate_ The expectation is thus 
for a gradual change in overal naphthzdene exciton 
decay, starting we11 beIow the “transition” and con- 
tinuing above i:, with a decay rate nrice tha: of the 
molecular one at the “transition” (branching point). 
Specifically, they defined a branching factor f = KS/ 
(KS + T;‘), where iis is the rate of “supertrapping” 
(energy transfer) and r. the natural lifetime_ At the 
brmching point f= 0.5 and thus K, = 70’ and Ktof = 
Ks+5;’ = 30’ _ PresumabIy Ks rises monotonically 
with the naphthalene concentration C_ A similar ap- 
proach has been taken by BIumen and Silbey [5] 
However, they applied their diffusion model to the 
rripZet r&her than the singlet system of naphthaiene. 

-4 number of theoretical “percolation” approaches 
have been suggested [I ,3-,6,7] _ We first consider the 
supertransfer limit of the Hoshen and Kopelman [6] 
cluster formalism. !nside a cluster the eneqgy trans- 
port is ‘kstanfaneous~~ on the timescale of the ex- 
periment. Even inside the “infinite cluster” (formed 
above the critical percoktion concentration) the 
transport to ;t supertrap and supertrapping are “in- 
stantaneous”_ Thus a~ exciton landing on any cluster 
is instantaneously supertrapped, provided a supertrsp 
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is included in its cluster. If no supertrap is available 
(in finite clusters) the exciton lives out its “natural” 
lifetime_ Thus any observed enGssion of naphthalene 
excitons will have the “naturrtl” lifetime, whether 
below. at or above the critical comemratiom We call 
thk limit the “quasistatic” percoiation model. It 11~ 
been applied before to steady-state experiments on 
the singlet system [ 171, and the results are equivalent 
to a completely “static” percolation case, where the 
exciton is an estended state of the etltire clrrster (in- 
cluding the case of the “infinite” cluster). In the gen- 
eral (non-supertrAnsfer) quasi-static percolation case 
[I $31 only the eacitons in the “infinite” cluster need 
a finite time to find the supertrap. This case has been 
investigated experimentally by Argyrakis and Kopel- 
mm [ lS,l9] with the aid of extremely low supertrap 
concentrations. and is outside the regime of the pres- 
ent discussion. Another variant of the percolation 
dpproxh, which is equivdent to ;1 quasist&ic tip- 
pros& where the finite clusters with supertraps are 
effectively neglected, W;IS given by Keyes [7] and 
by Colson et al. [2] _ In all these percolation. ap- 
proxhes it is implied that the exciton caturot move 
from one cluster to another i.e. the definition of a _ 
botzd is time-irrdependetzt_ In the “dynsmic percold- 
tion” model [ 1,14,20,11] , ho\\ever, the bond is time- 
dependent (as \\ell as exciton interxtion dependent)_ 
Thus tire erztire cluster topology is time deperldetlt 
or is defined on a “time aver+” b&is. We note that 
in the “static” picture, neither J diffusion constwt 
nor a rate constant can even be defined for excitons 
in finite clusters, as the probability of supertrapping 
is practically time independent. In the dynamic case, 
however, the board order and the mpertrappilzg prob- 
ability imrease motzotollicaI& with time_ Thus one 
can talk about “diffusion” (dyn.unic percolstion) or 
supertrapping “rates”_ Even though, strictIy speak- 
ing, there may still tzot exist a (time independent) 
diffusion constant or rdte constant, one can define 
“time-averaged” diffusion and rate “constants” (over 
a specified time-interval). For a long lifetime it is 
reasonable to espect long bonds and a high bond or- 
der, i.e. clusters defined by long-range interactions 
(direct or indirect), resulting in “long-range percola- 
tion”_ Such a long-range dynamic percolation picture 
[20,26] has been adopted for the long-lived triplet 
exciton transport experiments [ 14,20--26]_ 

2. Experimental 

The isotopic mixed crystal sampIes used for the 
singlet decay measurements were prepsred by mixing 
CtuH, (James B. Hinton). CtoDs (Thompson Packarc 
99% isotopic purity). rend enough betamethy!nrtph- 
thalene (B&IS), purified by sublimation, to ensure 
saturation [24] _ Both CtoHs and CtoDs were puri- 
fied by fusion with potassium metal followed by zone 
refining (200 passes)_ Samples were outgassed by 
several cycles of melting under helium gr?s, freezing 
and pumping. After sealing the sampIe in d glass am- 
poule and thoroughly mking the contents, single 
crystals were grown using a Bridgman technique. 

Crystal samples used for the triplet experiments 
\\ere prepared in a similx fxhion from potassium 
fused, zone refined CtoDs (Merck, Sharp S Dohme, 
9SsO isotopic purity) and a “CtoHg/BJIN Standard” 
The “standard” WAS made by mixing 5.0 mg zone 
relined BMS with 5.00 g potassium fused, zone re- 
fined Ct0H8_ This method [23] allowed us to held 
the relative supertrap concentration, S, constant at 
10m3_ The rel3tive supertrap concentration in this 
series of s.unpIes did not vary by more than 30% as 
compxed to more than ZI factor of five Lariation in 
supertrap concentration in the crystals prepared for 
the singlet measurements_ 

Single crystals were cut along the ab (clea\r?ge) 
plane, mounted in a sxnple holder “cage” and im- 
mersed in liquid helium. Singlet measurements \iere 
t&en by exciting the sampie at 3 I25 S N ith the 
doubled output pulse of a Xfolectron DL400 dye Is- 
ser-Molectron I3 1000 nitrogen laser. The decay 
of the spectr.dIl resolved C,,H, O-5 I2 fluorescence 
brtnd‘itas detected with an EhlI 9755QB phototube. 
Signal Jveraging was performed using a pre-triggered 
P-AR model 162/I 6-l boxcar rtverager. Analog data 
wzs digitized snd stored on magnetic tape for sub- 
sequent processing and plotting. The time resolution 
of this aparatus is about IO ns. 

Triplet decay measurements were made by shur- 
tering a 1600 N’ Hsnovia xenon lamp (filtered b) 2 
iGSO,/CoSO, solution filter) with a Uniblitz pro- 
grammable shutter. Spectrally resolved CI& O-O 
phosphorescence (at 21208 cm-t) was measured 
with an ITT F-4013 phototube mounted in a Prod- 
ucts for Research housing (cooled to --2?C). Data 
was collected with a PAR model 1120 discriminator 
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and mode1 i Ii0 photon counter using a DEC LSI-I I 
microcomputer_ Specially written software permitted 
collection of time resolved data in a muIti-scabng 
mode for averaging a number of decay curves_ Tile 
time resolution was limited by the cIosing speed of 
our shutter system to about 4 ms_ 

3_ ResuIts and discussion 

Fig_ I shows ‘rSaw” singlet (left) and triplet (right) 
tbne evolution data whi!e fig_ 2 shows the normalized 
decay times (Tfro) as a fimction of reduced concen- 
tration (C/C,) for the low temperature triplet and 
G&et exciton emissions Note that ro = (128 * 2) X 
IWg s for the singlet and 251 5 O-02 s for the trip- 

Iet_ -4 drastic difference is evident: The singlet Iife- 
time is constant. within experimental scatter. ‘rhrough- 
out the whole range, below, at and above the ‘k&i- 
Cal concentmtion” [ 17’1; however, the triplet lifetime 
falls three or more orders ofmagnitude before reach- 
ingtbe ?xiticrd concentration” [r?3f (and may drop 
significantly more as it falls beiow our detection 
capability)_ We note that the betamethylnsphthalene 

(supertrap) time evolution spectra are completely 
consistent with the naphthaIene ones: They too are 
independent of C for the sir&et 1241, but are very 
sensitive to C, near percoiation, in the triplet case [Zf _ 

Fig. 2 (insert) shows a “reduced Iifetime” versus 
“reduced concentration” jog-log plot for the triplet 
systems, where the term ‘*reduced” is used in the 
sense of modern scaling theories (i-e_ T/T, - 1 mther 
than T/T,)_ The dope -y = 23 is very significrmt [Ztj] 
becrmse it gives (empirically) 

1 -T/Q = (7-1 - ,;‘)/l--’ @z KC- C,)/qr? (1) 

We note that_ using the “natural decay constzmt” k = 
7;’ as well as Kt,t - r-1 and A; mKtot - k, one gets 
(assuming time independent/and or time avemsed 
quantities) the [I f “percolation probabiffty” p (the 
probability that the excitation has been supertrapped), 
giving 

li = K&et a l(C - Cc)KJ-y_ (3 

One can show the equivaIence between P rmd the 
steady state percolation probability f23] P = A&_,,, 
where fs and I,,, are, respectiveIy, the supertmp and 
total phosphorescence intensities. It has theoretically 

fig. 1. Log pIots of spectrai& resoWed CloHLI O-512 singet (24 K) decals Cleft) and spectral?~ resolved CIOHS O-O triplet de=w 
<r&ht) for several guest coneeotmtionr The singlet decays well below the critic--d concentration CC, - - 0.5) throu& slightly above C, do 
not vary cm ithin eqerimenti error) from ho = (128 * 2) x IOmg s T&e tripret deuys show a signifhnt chat?& as c approaches 
C, (Cc = 0.126, for these dataj. Triplet ro m easured from low concentration crystals is found to be 3.61 * 0.02 S. 
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been shown [23,26] that P = [(C - Q/C,_] -7. well 
beIow Cc, provided that S is constant_ Thus eqs. (1) 
and (1) are consistent with percol3tion theory_ The 
critic31 exponent 7 equals 2.1-X4, in nvo dinzezzsiorzs, 

inclusive of long-range interaction c;Ises [22,3-6,271. 
There is also ample evidence th3t the triplet energy 
transport in naplitli3lene is practkdly two-dimen- 
sional [30,X--301 _ We note tb3.t K, may include 
contributions from exciton-exciton 3nnibil3tion (ex- 
citons zs supertr3ps)_ We also note tb3t the deviation 
from Iine3rity, seen in fig_ 3- (insert) near the critic31 
concentration, is expected, and in the right direction. 
It follows the deviation observed for P simulations 
[22] 3ndP measurements [22] _ It should 31~0 biz 
noted tb3t 311 tile singlet points would faI1 on fig. 2 

(insert) at “minus infinity”. 
The figs_ 1 and 1 singlet results dis3gree with tile 

I-&fter-Jonner “kinetic threshold” model for tile 
singlet excitation. The figs. 1 3nd 7- triplet results 3re 
rrlso not predictable from their AhIT model for the 
triplet_ llowever. the singlet temporal declly bebwi- 
our is fully consistent with the “quasistatic” percola- 
tion mode1 [ 1,1~]_ Xlso, the triplet tempor31 drc3y 
behaviour is fully consistent with 3 “dyn3mic per- 

I.2 , I 

01 k I 

-40 -3-o -2.0 -1.0 o-0 

:3G (C Kc) 

Fis. 2_ Ratio of e\perimentaI C Rome lifetime divided b& life- 
time at low concentmtion (TO) for singlet (circles. 1-4 IQ, 
and triplet (triangles = 4.2 K, squares = 1.7 K). Critical con- 
centrations were determined from steady-state experiments 
[X3,24] _ Decrty times for the non-euponential tripIet d3ra 
acre determined from r ( 1 s, 1% here the data were close to 
exponential. Insert: Log-log pIot shoxxs scaling of trip!er 
time-resohed data. The sIope of 3.3 was added for compari- 
son with predicted critiaI exponent. y = 2_3_ A deviation 
from this slope of 2.3 is expected 3s C approaches Cc_ 

colation” model [ 1,201 but also \\itlr the Blumen- 
Silbey kinetic model [5] _ However, the fig_ 3 (insert) 
scaling and critic31 exponent is not quantitatively pre- 
dictable from the latter model whi:e it hrts been predict- 

ed from the dynrtmic percolation model [22] _ Even if 
the Klafter-Jortner model IS generalized to include 
3 pbonon-assisted hopping below the AhIT (wbicb. 
however, should “erode” the critic31 concentrrttion 
[I 61). we do not see how this could account for the 

scnting nature and criticJ exponent behaviour, un- 

Iess the AlIT is cozzzpletety eroded and the phonon- 
assisted hopping occurs ttccording to 3 dynamic per- 
colation model_ 

4. Conclusion 

The naphthalene low temperature triplet and sin- 
glet e.xciton tr3nsport ne3r rbe critic31 concentrations 
supports the percolation models (dynamic and static, 
respectively)_ Seitber an MlT nor 3 diffusion (kinet- 
ic) model account for the time-resolved me3atrements 
on tile singlet system (i-e_ no C-dependence of tbe de- 
c3y-time). Also, among the existing models. only the 
dynsmic percolation model predicts the scsling be- 
bmiour and critic31 exponent revealed by the tripkt 
decay times. 
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